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Rarely can you find
such multi-disciplinary expertise in one team - it is
typically scattered across multiple business units or
departments.㻌
The IBM Research Accelerated Discovery Lab
(ADLab) is a unique, collaborative environment
specifically designed to facilitate complex analytic
projects by tackling the challenges of data-intensive
scientific discovery. The environment provides access
to diverse data sources, unique research capabilities
for analytics such as domain models, text analytics and
natural language processing capabilities derived from
Watson, a powerful hardware and software
infrastructure, and access to broad domain expertise
including biology, medicine, finance, weather
modeling, mathematics, computer science, and
information technology. This combination reduces
the time to insight, resulting in scientific impact ahead
of the traditional pace of discovery.
The lab
collaborates with domain experts in areas as diverse as
healthcare analytics, agriculture, sensors for the
Internet of Things, and genomics, and both the lab
researchers and the domain experts get mutual benefits
from the joint problem solving. 㻌
In this talk we first discuss the ideas and goals
behind the formation of the lab, including an overview
of the physcial and software environments we set out
to create in support of accelerating the pace of
discovery. We describe the basic structure of the lab,
including the physcial collaboration space, the
Discovery Cloud data center environment, the
custom-built collaboration and discovery software
environment (LabBook), our Data Lake, and more. 㻌
As an example, we spend some time discussing our
Discovery Cloud environment. While not the major
goal nor interest of the ADLab, this environment is a
necessary and important part of the discovery
environment. For one thing, the type and volume of
analytics targeted by the ADLab can require
significant computing and storage resources, beyond
that of many of our partners; additionally, because
many of our projects include collaboration with
organizations outside of IBM, it is necessary to have a
collaborative data center environment that can be
accessed by both IBM and non-IBM researchers while
adhering to IBM's stringent security compliance and
monitoring requirements. At one time the ADLab
managed the largest externally-accessible data center
(referred to internally as a 䇾Yellow Zone䇿) in all of
IBM, with 480 compute servers (a total of 5,760 cores),
about 70 TB of main memory, more than 11 PB of
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and the domain experts get mutual benefits from the
joint problem solving. Besides discussion of the
basic ideas and experience of the design and
formation of the Lab, platform and tools selection
and evolving with time, we cover scenarios of
interaction of the Lab with clients during problem
definition and solving, how teams of the Lab are
composed for specific problem solving, etc.
Successful applications of the Lab infrastructure,
from fields such as medical research, food safety,
social media analytics and predictive equipment
maintenance, are also included. 㻌
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Today, businesses and scientists alike struggle to get to
the value in their data. Their challenges include
finding and gaining access to the data they need,
"wrangling" the data into a form they can use, and
setting up the systems and software to be used - all
before even tackling the analysis.
With no
coordination, multiple groups may re-do the heavy
lifting to ready the data for use, or struggle to figure
out what data is already available. Further, the skills
required to get from raw data to insight span a broad
range from systems to data management, optimization,
statistics, algorithms, story-telling and visualization.
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local disk storage, and another 2.6 PB of shared SAN
storage. Services provided by the ADLab Discovery
Cloud include system configuration and provisioning,
OS installation and configuration, user id management
for both internal and external users, VPN
administration, systems technical support, resource
monitoring, storage configuration, provisioning, and
monitoring, and security management, monitoring,
and compliance. It is worth noting that a significant
amount of the ADLab's resources have gone into
building, management, and administering our
Discovery Cloud environment in support of the
Accelereated Discovery services.㻌
We continue with a deeper look at the other
important components of our environment, starting
with LabBook; LabBook is designed to be the
principal collaboration tool used by both the ADLab
researchers and its project partners. It incorporates
information about projects, people, applications,
various types of data sets, and experimental results in a
simple notebook metaphor. It captures metadata
about everything from data set provenance and use to
the social interactions of its users, and uses this
information to assist the researchers in tasks from data
selection to automatic conversion and visualization. 㻌
LabBook also provides the primary interface to the
Lab's Data Lake, which contains data sets from such
varied sources as ESRI (geo-spatial information),
various government bureaus, Twitter, worldwide
patent databases, and many others. Data may be
added to the Data Lake through various means: we
began with what we considered to be a useful set of
both public and private (for-cost) data sources, and
continue to grow that set; we have a formal process for
requesting additions to the current set, which of course
includes questions of cost, ownership, appropriateness,
etc.; finally, internal and external project requirements
can drive the inclusion of new data. Not all data is
available to all ADLab users; some may be obtained
with specific project use, legal, or other restrictions
attached. (Confidential research partner data is not
considered part of the Data Lake, and is managed
separately.) We discuss some of the challenges in
collecting and curating such diverse data sets.㻌
We examine some of the scenarios of interaction of
the Lab with clients during problem definition and
solving, as well as how teams of the Lab are composed
for specific problem solving. This leads us to a
discussion of some successful applications of the Lab
infrastructure, from diverse fields such as medical
research, food safety, smart agriculture, social media
analytics, and predictive equipment maintenance. An
example of such an application that we present is our
work with Baylor College of Medicine to accelerate
the rate of discovery of information on a critical tumor
protein (called p53).
Because of prior projects
related to chemical structures and medicine, the
ADLab had expertise in these fields and immediate
availability of both medical literature and patents; in
addition, we could leverage our infrastructure for
external collaboration and our expertise in appropriate

systems and analytics. All of this allowed the ADLab
and Baylor to very quickly begin to predict potential
p53 kinases at a rate many times that of traditional
research methods. The system developed from this
work is being released as Watson Discovery Analytics. 㻌
Finally, we conclude with a recap of some of the
lessons we've learned so far, and a look at plans for the
future. In addition, we discuss our ongoing internal
research to try to measure and quantify the rate of
discovery, in order to evaluate and tune the impact of
the ADLab itself.㻌
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